Angelica Music
FOR CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHGERS
Thank you for your interest in contributing to angelica-music.com. Please use this document as a
reference for sending us material, but feel free to write to john@angelica-music.com with any further
questions.

WHAT WE ARE:
Angelica Music is an online magazine dedicated to promoting community by exploring and sharing music
and art throughout the Northeast.

WE PROVIDE:
Interviews
Videos
Artwork
A monthly playlist
Album and Concert reviews
Upcoming event announcements

PHOTOGRAPHERS:

We will send you to an event, and have you document it. Usually, there will be an article and your
pictures will accompany it. If you have material from an event that we should be covering, free to submit
something.

WHAT YOU GET:
We know a plethora of artists and venues and are constantly creating art opportunities. This means we
are growing, and with you as a contributor you can develop a style and name for yourself while adding to
the future of a music magazine. If you continue to contribute, you will have more opportunities to capture
iconic moments.

HOW DO I SUBMIT WORK?:
• Check out angelica-music.com to see what sort of work we do. If your musical taste or photographic
style differs from what is online already, don’t worry; We want a variety. That is why we are reaching
out for contributors. As long as you’re down with the mission, we want your photos.
• Write to john@angelica-music.com, letting us know you are interested in submitting material. Tell
us know a bit about yourself too: what music you like, how long you have been a photographer, and
please provide full contact information.
What Kind of Photos Should I Submit?:
• We like to capture the essence and feel of the live music experience. In addition to the stage, the
audience and atmosphere are often worth documenting. At festivals, hula hooping, face painting, and
Frisbee-catching dogs can define the event.
• We also love intimate, backstage photos of musicians being people, hanging out and having a good
time.
When You’re Ready to Submit:
• Send photos and videos to ben@angelica-music.com. We can only accept high-resolution photos.
• We reserve the right to not use your material.
• Most submissions are published. Feel free to contact us again, and we may even ask you to contribute
regularly.
If you have any questions, please contact john@angelica-music.com or call 802-318-0564.
Again, thanks for your interest.

